
In her new poetry collection, Carol V. Davis crosses cultural and 
geographic boundaries to explore her family’s history as Jews, as 
outsiders, as immigrants. Ranging from Los Angeles to Nebraska to 
Germany to Russia, she probes the boundaries between faith, folklore 
and superstition, trying to find her own way through terrain both 
menacing and inviting. The present, past and the human body move 
through the lens of her dark humor. Her restless mind is most at home 
at the uncomfortable edges where solace, when found, is ephemeral and 
fragmentary.

The obligation of the poet is to help us make sense of what we do not know, do 
not believe, or cannot understand. Carol V. Davis’ Because I Cannot Leave This 
Body rather miraculously accomplishes all of these in poems both accessible and 
illuminating. This marvelous collection is part wisdom, part recollection, part 
explanation, part confession, part prayer, part journey. Davis takes us to Nebraska, 
Spain, Russia, California, and most importantly, to that interior country we never 
cease exploring. Ultimately, this book is a profound love letter to the relationship 
between language and the world we all travel through. It will make you never want 
to leave your body.

—Dean Rader, author of Self-Portrait as Wikipedia Entry

These poems are filled with premonition, prophecy, and shadow. The persona, 
confronted with ominous images emanating from the real and the imaginary—such 
as raucous crows, threatening moon, visitations sprouting wings—moves through 
various landscapes that threaten and beckon at the same time. These poems travel, 
and travel well. The ride is one you will remember and want to take again. 

—Jim Barnes, author of Visiting Picasso and On a Wing of the Sun  

In her fine new book of poems, Because I Cannot Leave This Body, Carol V. Davis 
explores her inner world and the course of her wide-ranging travels. She is drawn to 
her Jewish roots both by family history—as the “granddaughter of immigrants fed 
on mistrust and shadows”—and her study of ancient texts. Her poems move from 
California to Wyoming, from Moscow to St. Petersburg, from Berlin to Beijing, driven 
by an uneasy sense of the dangers of life. “Predicting Weather,” one of Davis’ most 
characteristic poems, juxtaposes a violent hailstorm in Nebraska and an earthquake in 
her native Los Angeles, ending with a sharply observed “moment of stunned beauty / 
before the crash of porcelain on tile.” A challenging and rewarding read. 

—Chana Bloch, author of Swimming in the Rain:  
New & Selected Poems, 1980–2015
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Without conversations, memories turn into stones 
or fairy tales.

— Svetlana Boym
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2

The Edge of Things

Always look
for the edge of things

to judge when to step off
       when to turn away

There is no taking back the knife
which divided my finger from its anchor

                      Why decades later
I am not to be trusted

around sharp objects
Just look at divers

not the raised fin they fear
but the eye sizing them up, the teeth poised

in their soft bed
ready to snap open, to wrestle flesh from bone
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Sentries

If you believe in the power of ravens, this all may be true.

An ex- wife claims she knew when her former husband had died,
 though she had not seen him for thirty years.

 Some believe in premonition.

           A pond. The kind undiscovered for years,
 until a woman pulls aside willow branches, lifts twigs pointy

     as witches’ fingers from the water.
Stripping, she eases in as the surface parts for her.

 There are places where seasons cease to exist.
 Time marked by light and darkness.

Others surely knew of this pond, but did not warn her.

          The moon was of no help.

She began to swim as if weightlessness were a kind of god
willing to forgive everything.

Then she saw black ribbons in the water: snakes
 gliding from both banks like sentries.
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What Really Happened

Time now to set the record straight.

His car. Hers. A pedestrian.

The corner where the bystanders watched.

Either noon or sometime later.

The driver’s window fell in, glass slivers or a light rain.

Or it exploded out, shards pinging on the door in Morse code.

Believe what you will. Each person, witness or participant,

remembers differently. Two minutes replayed over years.

Characters age; blame remains a constant.

The sun stayed in the sky uninvolved. Or it blinded everyone.

The stains on the asphalt fading slower than you might think.
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Humor

After God made the world, he filled it with people.
He sent off an angel with two sacks, one full of
wisdom and one full of foolishness.

—from a Chelm story

When the angel flew overhead,
he forgot to bestow humor.
It’s been a handicap all my life.
Even in my own language I never understand jokes.
When I try to tell one, I forget the punch line.

Once a boy took me to see a stand- up comedian.
My date’s face turned red as a balloon.
On the verge of popping, he was laughing so hard.
I tried not to look clueless, but it was obvious.
He never called again.

I used to think I was related to my children.
Once a year when the three travel from different corners
of the country and reconfigure on the couch,
they like to watch the late- night comedians.
At first I would ask questions, hoping to join in,
but it was clear I didn’t belong.

A man I knew could command one eyebrow to dance.
Fat as a caterpillar, it would waken in a slight rumble,
then wriggle its way up, hovering there.
He was on to something; I’m sure of it.
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Because One and the Other

Because one letter was never received
and the other never sent

Because the orange tree was swallowed
under a netting of white flies

The rose bush attacked by rust
that left its leaves a strange shining in the dark

The husband always on the left side of the couch
the wife shrunken to the right

Bruised boxers to opposite corners of the ring
They retreat to separate bedrooms

The conversation innocuous next morning
as if this were an improvement

After the husband leaves for work the wife
searches for the door with the polished handle
that if unpolished would turn dark as iron
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Something in the Water

— after a Flemish painting

The hooded executioner stepped
from a painting in my childhood straight into
a recurring dream, pushing aside the lush grass

and the peasant’s billowing sleeves

The raised scythe of that executioner follows me
back and forth across the ocean

Padlocks on rusted boxes spring open
The secrets stored inside ooze out, poisoning
even the safest of marriages

Something in the water caught my eye:
a gleaming fin, head of a seal, perhaps a surfer
I couldn’t tell, but knew enough not to let my eye linger
for that patch of clinging road has brought down many cars

Next morning afraid I’d read of a surfer pulled under

If I could push the shape back that December morning

The world spins past and we are powerless
to stop the wrenching of limbs
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Notes

Several poems in part IV are based on paintings by Lucian Freud 
“Big Sue,” “Interior at Paddington,” “Animal under the Clothes,” 
“Benefits Supervisor Sleeping,” “Evening in the Studio,” “Girl with a 
Kitten,” “Painter’s Mother Resting III,” “Queen Elizabeth II,” and 
“Painter’s Mother IV.”

The Stolpersteine Project (from German, meaning “stumbling 
stone”) was initiated by the German artist Gunter Demnig in 
1992 and is still ongoing. It aims to remember victims of Nazi 
terror by installing brass plaques in the pavement in front of 
victims’ last residency of choice. As of January 2015, over 50,000 
stolpersteine have been laid in 610 places in Germany and in 18 
European and Scandinavian countries. As Deming said, it is “An 
art project that commemorates the victims of National Socialism, 
keeping alive the memory of all Jews, Roma and Sinti, homosex-
uals, dissidents, Jehovah’s Witnesses and victims of euthanasia 
who were deported and exterminated.” This also includes minori-
ties, members of the Christian opposition (both Protestants and 
Catholics), the Communist Party and the European anti-Nazi 
Resistance, military deserters and the physically or mentally 
disabled.

Each piece is a cobblestone-size concrete cube bearing a brass 
plate inscribed with the name and dates of the victims of Nazi 
extermination. Demnig cites the Talmud, saying that “A person is 
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only forgotten when his or her name is forgotten.” The Stolper-
steine in front of the buildings bring back to memory the people 
who once lived there. Each stone says: Here lived ... Deported, 
Murdered
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Glossary

Hamsa: An ancient Middle Eastern amulet symbolizing the Hand 
of God. In all faiths it is a protective sign. It brings its owner 
happiness, luck, health, and good fortune..

Kinehora: A contraction of three Yiddish words: kayn ayin hara, a 
Yiddish expression used to ward off a jinx or to fool the evil eye. 
When people talk about their gains, they say kinehora so the evil 
eye will not act.

Kufi: A cap worn by men in North Africa and the Middle East. 
Also called taqiyah.

Shiva: The first seven days of mourning that follows burial. Usu-
ally the mourners do not leave the house.

Shmita: The seventh year of an agricultural cycle when the land 
is left fallow and planting, plowing, etc. are forbidden by halakha 
(Jewish law).

Tzitzit: Fringed tassels on the corners of a prayer shawl (tallit) or 
undergarment.
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